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Abstract: Plasmon characteristics in nitrogen鄄doped graphene nanostructures are studied by time鄄dependent density
functional theory. The pyridinic鄄nitrogen doping does not affect plasmon characteristics of graphene nanostructures,
while the substitutional鄄nitrogen doping affects plasmon resonances of graphene nanostructures due to two main compe鄄
ting factors: The reduced symmetry of graphene nanostructures and the increase of the electron densities. After doped
with substitutional鄄nitrogen, low鄄energy spectra of hexagonal graphene nanostructures are red鄄shifted. For rectangular
graphene nanostructures, along the armchair鄄edge direction, the main low鄄energy spectra always show blue鄄shifts.
However, along the zigzag鄄edge direction, the substitutional鄄nitrogen doping has little effect on the main lower鄄energy
collective excitation.
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氮掺杂石墨烯纳米结构的等离激元激发
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摘要: 基于含时密度泛函理论,研究了氮掺杂石墨烯纳米结构的等离激元特性。 吡啶型氮掺杂不影响石墨

烯纳米结构的等离激元激发特性,而取代型氮掺杂主要基于石墨烯纳米结构对称性的改变和体系中电子密

度的增加来影响石墨烯纳米结构的等离激元共振。 相对于纯六角石墨烯纳米结构,在低能共振区,取代型氮

掺杂六角石墨烯纳米结构的等离激元共振能量发生了红移。 相对于纯矩形石墨烯纳米结构,在低能共振区,
取代型氮掺杂矩形石墨烯纳米结构沿扶手椅型边界方向激发时,其等离激元共振能量发生了蓝移;沿 Z 字型

边界激发时,其主要的等离激元共振模式受掺杂氮的影响较小。
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1摇 Introduction
Plasmons have been identified in many different

systems, ranging from metallic films down to nanop鄄
articles and carbon molecules[1鄄7] . More recently,
plasmons have also been identified in graphene[8鄄11] .
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Compared with plasmons in metals, plasmons in gra鄄
phene have more advantages[8,10] . Thereinto, the
carrier density of graphene can be tuned via electro鄄
static gating or chemical doping, which provides the
highly desired feature of tunability to plasmonic ma鄄
terials. These advantages make graphene a very
promising plasmonic material that can complement
existing plasmonic materials in a broad electromag鄄
netic spectrum range. Though electrostatic gating is
one well鄄established method, chemical doping can
potentially achieve the required control without the
use of external voltages. Therefore, in chemical
doped graphene, tunable plasmons have been re鄄
ceived more and more attention[12] . Nitrogen is con鄄
sidered to be an excellent element for the chemical
doping of graphene because it has comparable atomic
size and contains five valence electrons for bonding
with carbon atoms[13鄄14] . In monolayer graphene, ex鄄
perimentally, different methods have been success鄄
fully used to control the nitrogen doping concentra鄄
tion and configuration[15鄄18] . Theoretically, the sta鄄
ble configuration and the unique electronic proper鄄
ties of nitrogen鄄doped graphene have also been stud鄄
ied[19] . These studies indicate that nitrogen鄄doped
graphene is the promising optical and electronic
devices[19] . 摇

Recently, people pay more and more attention
to the nitrogen鄄doped graphene nanostructures
(NDGN) due to its marvelous properties associated
with quantum鄄confinement and edge effects[20] . Ex鄄
perimentally, significant advancement has been
made in the synthesis of NDGN[21鄄24] . For example,
Li et al developed a hydrothermal approach for the
synthesis of NDGN by cutting N鄄doped graphene[17] .
They also investigated optical properties of the
NDGN and found that, in the NDGN, the photolu鄄
minescence blue shift. Jin et al successfully fabrica鄄
ted another kind NDGN which are functionalized
with amine groups[24] . However, these NDGN ex鄄
hibit a redshift of photoluminescence emission com鄄
pared to the pristine graphene quantum dot. There鄄
fore, the influence of the nitrogen doping on optical
properties of graphene quantum dots is still not very
clear. Moreover, these studies mainly investigated

the influence of nitrogen doping concentrations on
optical properties of NDGN. The shape of NDGN
and the nitrogen doping configuration have not been
taken into account, whereas they will have an impor鄄
tant impact on the optical characteristics of the nano鄄
structures.

In this paper, we investigated collective excita鄄
tions in NDGN using time鄄dependent density func鄄
tional theory. Geometries of NDGN which we dis鄄
cussed are rectangular and hexagonal. The dangling
滓 bonds at the edges are passivated by hydrogen at鄄
oms. We mainly studied the impacts of the nitrogen
doping configuration and the shapes of NDGN on the
plasmon resonance characteristics. We also dis鄄
cussed the effect of nitrogen doping concentrations
and the reduced symmetry. Firstly, we studied the
plasmon excitation in the pyridine鄄like nitrogen鄄
doped graphene nanostructure. Then, we investiga鄄
ted the plasmon excitation in the substitutional nitro鄄
gen鄄doped graphene nanostructure.

2摇 Computational Methods
All of our calculations were performed with

time鄄dependent density functional theory code OC鄄
TOPUS[25鄄26] . Time鄄dependent density functional
theory has successfully predicted the collective exci鄄
tation of the electron in carbon鄄based nanomateri鄄
als[27鄄30] . In our calculations, carbon atom and hy鄄
drogen atom were described by the Troullier鄄Martins
pseudopotentials[31] . Local density approximation
(LDA) [32] for the exchange鄄correlation was used in
both the ground state and excited state calculations
as employed by Marinopoulos et al[28] . The simula鄄
tion zone was defined by assigning a sphere around
each atom with a radius of 0. 9 nm and a uniform
mesh grid of 0. 03 nm. In the real time propagation,
excitation spectrum was extracted by Fourier trans鄄
form of the dipole strength induced by an impulse
excitation[33] . At the same time, we also could ob鄄
tain the response to the particular polarization. This
scheme has been used before in predicting collective
excitations of small sodium clusters with linear struc鄄
tures[34] . In the real鄄time propagation, the electron鄄
ic wave packets were evolved for typically 8 000
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steps with a time step of 驻t = 0. 005 攸 / eV. We use
Cartesian coordinates and fix atoms in XY plane. For
the rectangular graphene nanostructures, the zigzag鄄
edge is perpendicular to X鄄axis, while the armchair鄄
edge is parallel to X鄄axis, as shown in Fig. 1. For
the hexagonal graphene nanostructures with zigzag鄄
edges, two edges are perpendicular to X鄄axis. We
mainly investigate the plasmon excitation in the di鄄
rection that is parallel to the plane of the graphene
nanostructure.

3摇 Results and Discussion
Fig. 1 shows dipole responses (Optical absorp鄄

tions) of the pyridine鄄like nitrogen鄄doped graphene
nanostructures to an impulse excitation polarized in
X鄄axis and Y鄄axis directions respectively. The insets
are schematic diagrams of the pyridine鄄like nitrogen鄄
doped hexagonal and rectangular graphene nano鄄
structures. The light gray ball denotes the hydrogen
atom; the gray ball denotes the carbon atom; the
ring denotes the nitrogen atom. Compared with the
dipole response of the pristine graphene nanostruc鄄
ture[35], the results of Fig. 1 (a) show that line pro鄄
files of absorption spectra of the pyridine鄄like nitro鄄

gen鄄doped graphene A nanostructure and the pristine
graphene nanostructure are the same, and absorption
peak positions are also almost identical. This phe鄄
nomenon is similar to the relationship between the
absorption spectra of pyridine and benzene. The
study of Bene et al shows that the pyridine spectrum
closely resembles that of benzene[36] . The presence
of the nitrogen atom in pyridine can be viewed as a
perturbation on the benzene system. In our study,
we also investigated the absorption spectra of pyri鄄
dine and benzene by TDDFT, and our result is in
line with previous theoretical and experimental stud鄄
ies[36鄄38] . Therefore, these indicate that, for the ni鄄
trogen鄄doped graphene nanostructures, calculation
results of TDDFT should be reasonable.

Then, we studied the evolution of collective ex鄄
citations in the pyridine鄄like hexagonal graphene
nanostructures with the increase of the number of ni鄄
trogen atoms, and found that the absorption spectra
of these nanostructures are almost identical as shown
in Fig. 1 ( a) and ( b). In the pyridine鄄like hexa鄄
gonal graphene nanostructures, different number of
nitrogen atoms has little effect on plasmon excitation
characteristics. Meanwhile, we also found that, in
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Fig. 1摇 Dipole responses (Optical absorptions) of the pyridine鄄like nitrogen鄄doped graphene nanostructures to an impulse excita鄄
tion polarized in X鄄axis and Y鄄axis directions. The insets are schematic diagrams of these nanostructures, respectively.
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X鄄axis and Y鄄axis directions, absorption spectra of
the pyridine鄄like nitrogen鄄doped hexagonal graphene
nanostructures are still almost identical. Symmetric
and asymmetric doping has no impact on the absorp鄄
tion spectra as shown in Fig. 1 ( a) and ( b). It
should be noted that, with the increase of the num鄄
ber of nitrogen atoms, in the lower鄄energy resonance
zone, absorption spectra are blue鄄shifted a little.
This is due to the relative increase of the 仔 electron
density. For example, the low鄄energy absorption
peak of the pyridine鄄like nitrogen鄄doped graphene A
nanostructure is located in 2. 5 eV, while the low鄄
energy absorption peak of the pyridine鄄like nitrogen鄄
doped graphene B nanostructure is located in 2. 58
eV. Moreover, we investigated optical absorptions of
the pyridine鄄like rectangular graphene nanostructures
as shown in Fig. 1(c) and (d). Comparing with our
previous study on the pristine rectangular graphene
nanostructure[35], we found that, to an impulse ex鄄
citation polarized in X鄄axis or Y鄄axis directions, line
profiles of absorption spectra of the pyridine鄄like rec鄄
tangular graphene nanostructures and the pristine
rectangular graphene nanostructure are the same,
and the absorption peak positions are also almost i鄄
dentical. The pyridinic鄄nitrogen doping at any
boundary, has almost no impact on the absorption
spectra of rectangular graphene nanostructures.
These results show that the pyridinic nitrogen dopant
does not affect the plasmon excitation characteristic
of the graphene nanostructures.

In order to further elucidate whether the pyridi鄄
nic nitrogen dopant has an impact on the plasmon
excitation characteristic of the graphene nanostruc鄄
tures, we studied the Fourier transform of the in鄄
duced charge density for the pyridine鄄like nitrogen鄄
doped graphene B nanostructure which is shown in
Fig. 1 (b). Fig. 2 shows the Fourier transform of the
induced density, obtained from time鄄evolution, in a
plane, at the energy resonance points 2. 58 eV (a)
and 4. 46 eV (b) respectively. The polarization di鄄
rection is along X鄄axis direction. The induced densi鄄
ty plane is parallel to the graphene nanostructure
plane, and the vertical distance between the gra鄄
phene nanostructure plane and this induced density

plane is 0. 09 nm. We mainly calculated the in鄄
duced charge response of the lower鄄energy resonance
zone. In our previous studies[35], we also investiga鄄
ted the Fourier transform of the induced charge den鄄
sity for the pristine graphene nanostructure, at the
energy resonance points 2. 48 eV and 4. 35 eV, re鄄
spectively. By comparing, we found that, for the
pristine graphene nanostructure and the pyridine鄄like
nitrogen鄄doped graphene B nanostructure, the Fou鄄
rier transform of the induced charge density are al鄄
most identical at the corresponding energy resonance
points. For the pyridine鄄like nitrogen鄄doped gra鄄
phene B nanostructure, the induced charges of the
lower鄄energy resonance points are still distributed in
the boundary region, and the induced density profile
for these plasmon resonance points still has the di鄄
pole鄄like feature. This is because the lower鄄energy
plasmon is a long鄄range charge transfer excitation.
Along the excitation direction, the electrons can
move back and forth. The results of Fig. 2 again in鄄
dicate that the pyridinic nitrogen dopant has no im鄄
pact on the plasmon excitation characteristic of the
graphene nanostructures.
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Fig. 2 摇 Fourier transform of the induced charge density for
pyridine鄄like nitrogen鄄doped graphene B nanostruc鄄
ture of Fig. 1(b). The polarization direction is along
X鄄axis direction, at the energy resonance points 2. 58
eV (a) and 4. 46 eV (b), respectively.
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Fig. 3 shows optical absorptions of the substitu鄄
tional nitrogen鄄doped hexagonal graphene nanostruc鄄
tures ( SNHGN) to an impulse excitation polarized
in X鄄axis and Y鄄axis directions, respectively. The
insets are schematic diagrams of SNHGN. According
to the previous study of density functional theory
(DFT) [19], these SNHGN which we studied are rel鄄
atively stable nanostructures. The results of Fig. 3
demonstrate that absorption spectra of SNHGN have
some common characteristics. Compared with the
pristine hexagonal graphene nanostructure[35], along X鄄
axis and Y鄄axis directions, all low鄄energy absorption
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Fig. 3 摇 Optical absorptions of the substitutional nitrogen鄄
doped hexagonal graphene nanostructures to an im鄄
pulse excitation polarized in X鄄axis and Y鄄axis di鄄
rections. The insets are schematic diagrams of the
substitutional nitrogen鄄doped hexagonal graphene
nanostructures, respectively.

spectra are red鄄shifted. In the classical free鄄electron
or Drude model[34], absorption spectra will be blue鄄
shifted with the increase of the electron density.
However, for SNHGN, compared with the pristine
hexagonal graphene nanostructure, the electron den鄄
sity of the nanostructures relatively increases,while
absorption spectra of the nanostructures are red鄄shif鄄
ted. On the one hand, we argue this phenomenon is
mainly because, after doped with nitrogen, the rela鄄
tively higher鄄symmetry of the nanostructures goes
down. On the other hand, we argue the red鄄shift of
absorption spectra is also resulted from the impact of
the potential surface changes brought by doping
nitrogen. 摇

To elucidate the impact of substitutional nitro鄄
gen doping on the plasmon excitation characteristic
of the graphene nanostructures, we studied the Fou鄄
rier transform of the induced charge density for the
substitutional nitrogen鄄doped hexagonal graphene C
nanostructure which is shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 ( a)
and (b) show the Fourier transform of the induced
charge density, obtained from time鄄evolution, in a
plane at the energy resonance points 1. 87 eV ( a)
and 2. 21 eV (b), respectively. The polarization di鄄
rection of Fig. 4(a) is in X鄄axis direction, while the
polarization direction of Fig. 4(b) is in Y鄄axis direc鄄
tion. The results show that, when the nitrogen atom
is doped in the center region, the low鄄energy plas鄄
mon resonance modes of graphene nanostructures are
greatly affected. Compared with the pristine gra鄄
phene nanostructure[35], the induced charges of
these lower鄄energy resonance points are not only dis鄄
tributed in the boundary region, but also distributed
in the center region. The result indicates that the
change of potential field of the center region has an
important impact on the low鄄energy plasmon reso鄄
nance modes. Moreover, in the center region, the
induced charge density of Fig. 4 ( b) is larger than
the induced charge density of Fig. 4(a). The result
shows that, along Y鄄axis and X鄄axis directions,elec鄄
tric potential field changes are different. Because of
this characteristic, the extent of the redshift of the
spectrum is much greater in X鄄axis direction. This
result also demonstrates that, after doped with nitrogen,
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Fig. 4 摇 Fourier transform of the induced charge density for
substitutional nitrogen鄄doped hexagonal graphene C
nanostructure of Fig. 3. (a) The polarization direc鄄
tion is along X鄄axis direction, at the energy reso鄄
nance points 1. 87 eV. (b) The polarization direc鄄
tion is along Y鄄axis direction, at the energy reso鄄
nance points 2. 21 eV.

the relatively higher鄄symmetry of the nanostructures
goes down from the perspective of the electric poten鄄
tial field distribution.

Fig. 5 shows optical absorptions of the substitu鄄
tional nitrogen鄄doped rectangular graphene nano鄄
structures (SNRGN) to an impulse excitation polar鄄
ized in X鄄axis and Y鄄axis directions respectively.
The insets (A, B, C, and D) are schematic dia鄄
grams of SNRGN. Unlike SNHGN, compared with
the pristine graphene nanostructure[35], the main ab鄄
sorption peaks of SNRGN are not red鄄shifted. On the
contrary, along the armchair鄄edge direction, the
main lower鄄energy absorption peaks of SNRGN are
blue鄄shifted. For the original lower symmetry rectan鄄
gular nanostructures, in the lower鄄energy resonance
zone, the further decrease of the symmetry do not re鄄
duce the main plasmon resonance energies. When
some of the carbon atoms are replaced with nitrogen
atoms, the electron densities of the rectangular
nanostructures relatively increase. For this reason,
in X鄄axis direction, the main lower鄄energy absorp鄄
tion peaks of SNRGN are blue鄄shifted. In order to
further elucidate whether the blue shift of spectral
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Fig. 5摇 Optical absorptions of the substitutional nitrogen鄄doped rectangular graphene nanostructures to an impulse excitation po鄄
larized in X鄄axis and Y鄄axis directions. The insets are schematic diagrams of the substitutional nitrogen鄄doped rectangular
graphene nanostructures, respectively.
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is due to the relative increase of electron density, we
calculated the induced charge response of these low鄄
er鄄energy resonance zone. Fig. 6(a) shows the Fou鄄
rier transform of the induced charge density for gra鄄
phene nanostructure A of Fig. 5, obtained from time鄄
evolution, in a plane at the energy resonance points
1. 3 eV. The induced density plane is parallel to the
graphene nanostructure plane, and the vertical dis鄄
tance between the graphene nanostructure plane and
this induced density plane is 0. 09 nm. The polariza鄄
tion direction is in X鄄axis direction. Compared with
the pristine graphene nanostructure[35], the low鄄en鄄
ergy plasmon resonance mode of graphene nanostruc鄄
tures is not changed. The induced charge is still
mainly distributed in the boundary region. However,
the difference is that the induced charge density of
this nitrogen鄄doped graphene nanostructure is much
larger. This result indicates that, along the arm鄄
chair鄄edge direction, the blue shift of the lower鄄en鄄
ergy absorption peaks of SNRGN is mainly due to the
relative increase of electron density. For the im鄄
pulse excitation polarized in the zigzag鄄edge
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Fig. 6 摇 Fourier transform of the induced charge density for
substitutional nitrogen鄄doped rectangular graphene A
nanostructure of Fig. 5. ( a) The polarization direc鄄
tion is along X鄄axis direction, at the energy reso鄄
nance points 1. 3 eV. (b) The polarization direction
is along Y鄄axis direction, at the energy resonance
points 3. 14 eV.

direction, compared with the pristine graphene
nanostructure[35], there are very small absorption
peaks in the lower鄄energy resonance zone. More in鄄
terestingly, for different positions of nitrogen鄄doped,
the main lower鄄energy absorption peak of SNRGN al鄄
most does not move, and still locates in the vicinity
of 3. 14 eV. Fig. 6 (b) shows the Fourier transform
of the induced charge density for graphene nano鄄
structure A of Fig. 5, in a plane at the energy reso鄄
nance points 3. 14 eV. The polarization direction is
in zigzag鄄edge direction. Compared with the pristine
rectangular graphene nanostructure[35], the distribu鄄
tion of the induced charge density of the main lower鄄
energy plasmon resonance mode of SNRGN has a lit鄄
tle change because the electronegativity of nitrogen is
larger than the electronegativity of carbon, but two
induced density profiles are almost identical. There鄄
fore, after doped with nitrogen, in the vicinity of
3. 14 eV, the main lower鄄energy plasmon resonance
mode of SNRGN is almost not changed.

4摇 Conclusion

In conclusion, using time鄄dependent density
functional theory, we have carried out a systematic
study of collective excitations of nitrogen鄄doped gra鄄
phene nanostructures, and mainly investigated the
impacts of the pyridinic and substitutional nitrogen
doping on the plasmon excitations. Based on these
calculations and results, the following conclusions
can be drawn. First of all, the pyridinic nitrogen do鄄
ping does not affect the plasmon excitation character鄄
istic of graphene nanostructures. Absorption spectra
of the pyridine鄄like nitrogen鄄doped graphene nano鄄
structure and the pristine graphene nanostructure are
almost identical. Second, for substitutional nitrogen
doping, the low鄄energy plasmon resonances of gra鄄
phene nanostructures mainly depend on the competi鄄
tion between the reduced symmetry of the nanostruc鄄
tures which is brought by doping nitrogen and the
relative increase of the electron densities. Compared
with the absorption spectrum of the pristine hexagon鄄
al graphene nanostructure, low鄄energy absorption
spectra of SNHGN are red鄄shifted, which is mainly
due to the reduced symmetry of the nanostructures.
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Unlike SNHGN, along the armchair鄄edge direction,
the main lower鄄energy absorption peaks of SNRGN
are always blue鄄shifted. The relative increase of the
electron densities always plays more important role
in plasmon excitations than the decrease of the sym鄄
metry of the nanostructures. Moreover, along the
zigzag鄄edge direction, though there are some small
absorption peaks in the low energy resonance region,

the main lower鄄energy absorption peak of SNRGN al鄄
most does not move. The results show that, in differ鄄
ent directions, substitutional nitrogen doping has dif鄄
ferent effects on the plasmon resonance. Our study
paves the way for applications of graphene in sens鄄
ing, infrared photo鄄detection, and light modulation.
Acknowledgments: We thank S. W. Gao for his
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